International Day for Biological Diversity-2020 was celebrated at Rain Forest Research Institute on 22 May, 2020 amidst prevailing Corona Pandemic situation. Last Couple of years, RFRI had celebrated this important Day among students at Schools in different parts of Assam. The main objective of the celebration is to increase understanding and awareness of biodiversity issues among masses. The theme of this year’s celebration is ‘Our Solutions are in Nature.’

The celebration was marked with plantation of bamboo saplings at the RFRI Campus with limited number of Scientists, Officers, Research Fellows, Students, etc. The plantation programme was inaugurated by Dr. R. S. C. Jayaraj, Director, RFRI. He addressed the Officials on the occasion. The programme was celebrated following COVID-19 guidelines.

Two competitions, namely Essay writing and Drawing, were organized among Scientists, Officers, Staff, Project Fellows, Students and Spouses. The participants were requested to submit their Drawings and Essays by e-mail after completing at their respective place of stay/workplace so as to avoid congregation of people.
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